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ASUS ROG Cosmic Mat

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90GC01E0-BGW000

Product name : ROG Cosmic Mat

- Easy to clean: The high-quality Jersey fabric of the ROG Cosmic Mat makes it easy to clean and
maintain
- Slip-resistant base and comfortable cushioning
- Space-themed gaming mat that completes your gaming setup. It features cosmic-inspired elements
mixed in with a large ROG logo, slogan, and other ROG Easter eggs
117 cm, 2.49 kg, Black

ASUS ROG Cosmic Mat:

The ROG Cosmic Mat is a special edition, space-themed mat featuring a large ROG logo and other ROG-
inspired elements. Made from polyester and featuring a non-slip rubber base, the ROG Cosmic Mat stays
firmly in place, resists curling, and suppresses noise made by chair casters.
ASUS ROG Cosmic Mat. Product type: Chair mat, Product colour: Black, Material: Polyester, Rubber.
Width: 1170 mm, Depth: 1170 mm, Weight: 2.49 kg. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s), Package weight: 2.95 kg

Features

Product type * Chair mat
Product colour Black
Material Polyester, Rubber
Anti-slip
Washable

Weight & dimensions

Width 1170 mm
Depth 1170 mm
Weight 2.49 kg

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Package weight 2.95 kg
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